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A Claimed By A King story

Whiskey Bay Brides

Three friends find love on the shores of Whiskey Bay.

Hotel magnate Noah Locke has worked too hard to let a PR
scandal ruin the biggest deal of his career. If a fake engagement
will fix his image, he’s in. So is Lily Foster, his assistant — and
the one woman he’s wanted for years. Soon there’s nothing fake
about their heated kisses and steamy nights together. Can this
arrangement turn real…or is Lily playing for a different prize?

KAREN BOOTH

The Locke Legacy

Between Marriage
And Merger

BETWEEN MARRIAGE
AND MERGER
This family’s glamorous Manhattan hotel is a five-star location for love.

BARBARA DUNLOP

After high school, TJ Bauer and Sage Costas went their separate
ways. Now a life-and-death crisis reunites the international
banker with the woman who kept their child a secret for a decade.
But TJ won’t be a part-time father. Marriage is the only solution...
until reignited desire for his wife in name only completely
changes the stakes.

His Temptation,
Her Secret

$11.25

LP

Kandy Shepherd /
Therese Beharrie

$11.25

$14.99

The Spanish Millionaire’s Runaway Bride /
Reunited With Her Italian Billionaire

Susan Meier /
Nina Singh

NZ $14.99

$11.25

11/17/17 3:39 PM

Spine 18.75mm

There’s no formula for finding true love!

RACHAEL JOHNS

❏ 9781489254924

Rags To Riches Baby / Rich Rancher’s
Redemption

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $14.99

millsandboon.com.au

NZ $14.99

$11.25

$14.99

@millsandboonAUS

His Temptation, Her Secret / Between Marriage
And Merger

Barbara Dunlop / Karen Booth

❏ 9781489254948

For The Sake Of His Heir / The Baby Claim

Joanne Rock / Catherine Mann

$11.25

$14.99

$11.25

AUS $14.99
201802R1

AUS $14.99

millsandboon.com.au

NZ $14.99

Missing In Blue Mesa / Secured By The Seal

Cindi Myers / Carol Ericson

❏ 9781489254887

Out Of The Darkness / Ranger Defenderr

Heather Graham / Angi Morgan

Michelle Douglas

NZ $14.99
201802R2

$14.99

$11.25

Fiona
McArthur

Honey is shocked by Cole’s request. He rarely says two words to
her and now he needs her help? But bonding with the kids starts
to feel a lot like being a family. Something Honey has never let
herself dream about — no matter how tempting Cole is…

DISCOVER MORE
millsandboon.com.au

$14.99

$11.25

AUS $14.99

@millsandboonAUS
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PHONE

The Brothers Bolton
Ben / Billy / Bobby

Sarah M. Anderson

❏ 9781489255099

The Brothers Cain
Dalton / Griffin / Cooper

Emily McKay

❏ 9781489255105

The Brothers Hawke
Liam / Dylan / Adam

Rachel Bailey

3

ONLINE

11/17/17 5:02 PM

WEB
millsandboon.com.au
EMAIL
customerservice@millsandboon.com.au

Jenna tries to keep her irresistible boss at arm’s length but it’s a losing
battle. Once Liam finds out who she really is, she’ll have to say goodbye to
the man she loves and their unconventional family…unless the seductive
They
fast,
single dad makes her a proposition this undercover princess
can’t live
refuse!

$14.99

$11.25

$16.99

$12.75

Only now Stella is pregnant and staying in his condo. This is a complication
that can be solved only one way: marriage. Bobby wants to do the right
thing. Hell, he wants her — has never stopped wanting her. Surely he can
convince her to say yes, even without those three little words…

$16.99

For Dylan Hawke, it’s time for damage control. Promoting the talented
Faith is a no-brainer, but fraternising with her is strictly forbidden. Dylan
must remain professional; the fate of his business rests in the balance. Too
bad Dylan won’t rest until he gets another kiss…

Adam
What happened in Vegas didn’t stay there for CEO Adam Hawke and
go-getter Callie Mitchell. And their drunken lark of a wedding is coming
back to haunt them. Because Adam and Callie are now working together,
and she’s being blackmailed over their very personal connection by a
co-worker. To deflect the threat, Callie and Adam make their sham
marriage look real. But the passion that ensues is no sham. Could their
fake wedding have real wings after all?

$12.75

Cover designed by Christine Baker

$17.99

COV_TheBrothers_0218.indd 1

$13.50

Jacob
$17.99

$13.50

The Texan ranching grapevine is legendary, so Addison McDowell has
heard all about Jake Wilde’s shameless past — and his scarred, solitary
present. But her only focus is her future — which won’t include the
impossibly arrogant Jacob Wilde!

Addison is no Texan wallflower — when Jake starts a fight, she’s more than
capable of finishing it! However, a searing attraction to a man she knows
cannot love her back? That she has no idea how to handle…

$17.99
Caleb

$13.50

Years of relentless work have hardened Caleb’s heart — until one New York
night changes everything. Now, he’s haunted by the memory of tangled
sheets, unrivalled passion and one woman — Sage Dalton.

The MacGregors: Risk
Playing The Odds / Tempting Fate

Nora Roberts

The siren of his dreams is, in reality, the woman who played him for a fool
— but still nothing can satiate his burning desire for her. So when he learns
that Sage has something very precious that belongs to him, a gift from
their one night together, Caleb will stop at nothing to claim it!

$17.99

$13.50

COV_TheBrothers_0218.indd 3

$27.99

$21.00

The clock is ticking and Jennie is determined to cross some major things
off her to-do list. Some might be risky — like taking on the renowned Travis
Wilde — but Jennie has nothing to lose, except the one thing she thought
was untouchable...her heart.

MIRA

Dalton
After dedicating his life to his family’s company, Dalton Cain won’t let his
father just give away a fortune. He’ll save his legacy. And he knows just the
woman to help. But getting Laney Fortino to trust him again isn’t going to
be easy. She still considers him a cold-hearted jerk.
Years ago, he’d told himself he’d left Laney for her own good. But seeing
her again, feeling the undeniable attraction between them, he vows to
rekindle what he’d once thrown away. And this time, family won’t stand
in the way...

Griffin

Cooper
Cooper Larson doesn’t care about finding Hollister Cain’s long-lost
daughter, even though a huge inheritance hangs in the balance. As
Hollister’s illegitimate son, the renegade snowboarder broke away and
made his own millions long ago. So when his former sister-in-law Portia
Callahan insists she’s spotted the missing Cain heiress and solicits his aid, it
isn’t money that motivates him. It’s his long-forbidden hunger for Portia.
With Portia finally within reach, he quickly melts the cool society princess’s
resistance…but will the barriers that kept him a black sheep before get the
better of him now?

$12.99
COV_TheBrothers_0218.indd 4

Lauren Dane

NZ $17.99
201802R2
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Marta Perry

$12.99

❏ 9781489251190

Daughter Of Mine

Fiona Lowe

$19.99

❏ 9781489246738

The Red Dirt Road

Alissa Callen

$29.99

$22.50

❏ 9781489246721

The Art Of Preserving Love

Ada Langton

$29.99

$22.50

❏ 9781489250971

All That Glitters

Diana Palmer

$29.99

$22.50

❏ 9781489253491

Back In The Saddle
When Opposites Attract... / Single Man Meets
Single Mum / Carrying The Lost Heir’s Child

Jules Bennett

$27.99

$21.00

ORDER TOTAL
FLAT RATE POSTAGE & HANDLING
Australia $7.00 | New Zealand $7.50
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$20.99

Three bestselling stories

11/21/17 9:42 AM

11/21/17 2:21 PM

SPINE 25.5mm

THE

WILL FACING THE PAST
BRING THEM TOGETHER?
After losing a patient, Dr Fliss Knight returns to small town Woodlea and buys
a rundown farm, her confidence and city career in tatters. She intends to live a
solitary life and hopes that the slow country pace will help her heal.
Pickup rider Hewitt Sinclair is no stranger to how hairy things can get in a
rodeo arena. But when he can’t save the life of his twin brother, he hangs up
his spurs. Determined to provide for his brother’s widow and young family, he
gives himself no time to grieve. But when a motorbike accident proves he needs
to also look out for himself, he accepts an old friend’s invitation to stay at an
isolated property while his body heals.
When Fliss meets the cowboy living in the bluestone stables across the garden,
all her hopes for a quiet and peaceful life fade. Despite his reserve, Hewitt is
impossible to ignore. As they work together to care for an abandoned dog and
her puppies they find themselves drawn to each other.
But as a family secret threatens every truth Fliss has ever known, and the heavy
spring rain continues to fall, both Fliss and Hewitt must face their deepest fears.
Will love be enough to guarantee happiness or will the past refuse to relinquish
its dark hold?

Sharon Kendrick
Nicola Marsh
Sarah M. Anderson
Cat Schield

Emily McKay

DISCOVER MORE

/millsandboonaustralia
Three bestselling
stories
@millsandboonAUS

$9.75
$9.75
$15.00

HOT PRICE 30% OFF RRP
Valentine’s Day Collection 2018
Valentine Vendetta
Romance For Cynics
A Real Cowboy
Meddling With A Millionaire

Sandra Marton
Cover designed by Christine Baker

AUS $17.99

millsandboon.com.au

@millsandboonAUS

A Cain always
gets what he wants.

Griffin’s father has put a billion dollars and a legacy at stake. Now Griffin
needs Sydney’s help more than ever in the boardroom...and the bedroom!

Cover designed by Christine Baker

NZ $17.99

Wilde by name,

wild
nature.
No doubt about it, Griffin Cain makes love better than any
man.by
Night
after
night his decadent, sensual acts turn conservative Sydney Edwards into a
wanton woman. But all that stops when Griffin is made CEO of his family
company...and becomes Sydney’s boss.

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $17.99

11/21/17 9:42 AM

11/21/17 9:42 AM

Spine 37.25mm

Travis
Travis Wilde doesn’t do love or commitment — but he’d never turn
down a willing woman and a king-sized bed! Normally innocence like
Jennie Cooper’s would have the same effect as a cold shower, yet her
determination and mouth-watering curves have him burning up all over.

Three bestselling stories

/millsandboonaustralia
Three bestselling
stories
@millsandboonAUS

Spine 36.25mm

❏ 9781489251473

Whiskey Sharp: Unravelled

millsandboon.com.au

201802R2
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Sandra Martin

Sound Of Fear

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $17.99
NZ $17.99

millsandboon.com.au

201802R2

Rachel Bailey

Sarah M. Anderson

Cover designed by Christine Baker

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $17.99
NZ $17.99

Mixing business with
pleasure has never
been more fun.

Florist Faith Crawford has a brilliant plan — win her company’s CEO at a
bachelor auction and use their ‘date’ to show him her designs. But her plan
backfires when the focus of their meeting shifts from flowers to a floortilting kiss.

Now Billy has one night to stake his claim. But in a world filled with
blackmailers and gold-diggers, can a millionaire bad boy and a sweet
single mum turn one chance into forever?

Bobby

ride hard and
love fiercely.

Dylan

Jenny Wawasuck knows that Billy Bolton is all wrong for a good girl like her.
But then she sees the bond Billy forms with her son — and feels how Billy’s
touch burns her skin, how his kiss ignites desires she’s long ignored. So she
brings him home from the charity bachelor auction.

He’d never expected to see Stella Caine again. After one wild night, she’d
walked away — right after revealing that her father was the one man who
could threaten the biggest business deal of Bobby Bolton’s career. So
Bobby left her alone.

The Brothers Wilde
Jacob / Caleb / Travis

❏ 9781489251459

Liam
Discovering he’s the father of an orphaned newborn rocks botanist Liam
Hawke’s world. But that’s where nanny Jenna Peters fits in — a single
mother herself, she immediately works her magic on his newborn daughter.
Soon Liam himself can’t resist being spellbound by this beauty.

$11.25

Billy

❏ 9781489255112

SPECIAL OFFER
❏ 9781489253439

Tanya Michaels

DISCOVER MORE

NZ $14.99

/millsandboonaustralia

The Cowboy’s
Texas Twins
Rodeo Sheriff

Delivering Love

COV_AustralianFavourites_0218.indd 1

3 EASY WAYS

Michelle Conder /
Scarlet Wilson / Susanna Carr

$14.99

$14.65

ALISSA CALLEN

AUS $14.99

Come Fly With Me
His Last Chance At Redemption / English Girl In
New York / Secrets Of A Bollywood Marriage

Ben
CFO Ben Bolton has enough on his plate running his family business. But
when lovely Josey White Plume enters his office, his priorities shift. He
refuses to let such a compelling woman walk away. The chase is on.

ROAD

Her Irresistible Protector / The Rebel And The
Heiress

$11.25

The best of Australian romance

Fiona McArthur

Marie Ferrarella /
Gina Wilkins / Trish Milburn

11/21/17 9:54 AM

$11.25

Spine 33.5mm

THE RED DIRT

Delivering Love / Delivering Secrets

$14.99

Rodeo, Montana

MARY SULLIVAN

Cindy Dees / Melinda Di Lorenzo

Rodeo Sheriff
As the law in Rodeo, Montana, Sheriff Cole Payette can handle
just about anything. Taking in his orphaned niece and nephew,
though, puts him out of his depth. Cole turns to bar owner and
long time crush, Honey Armstrong.

Rodeo Sheriff

Her Mission With A Seal / Undercover Protector

$11.25

Luke has changed as much as Ellie has over the years. One thing
that hasn’t changed, though, is their fierce and irresistible
attraction for each other. But although Ellie dreams of a future
with Luke, she fears that the secrets that separated them in the
past could destroy their fragile relationship in the present.

TANYA MICHAELS

❏ 9781489254917

AUSTRALIAN FAVOURITES

$14.99

Midwife Ellie Diamond convinces herself that returning to Bell’s
River has nothing to do with the chance to work closely with her
former love, obstetrician Dr Luke Farrell.

Librarian Hadley Lanier remembers Grayson’s rebellious youth,
but she also sees how good he is with the twins — and she
definitely likes what she sees. It feels like a perfect match until
Hadley receives a career opportunity she’s long dreamed of. But
how can she choose between something she’s always wanted and
the man she’s discovering she can’t live without?

Delivering Love

Addison Fox / Carla Cassidy

Cupid’s Bow, Texas
Rodeo cowboy Grayson Cox had no intention of returning home
to Cupid’s Bow, Texas. But when he suddenly finds himself as
guardian to twin godsons, Grayson knows he can’t stay away.

The Cowboy’s
Texas Twins

$11.25

The Cowboy’s Texas Twins

Delivering Secrets

Colton’s Deadly Engagement / Guardian Cowboy

❏ 9781489257550

$14.99

11/17/17 4:24 PM

Spine 18.75mm

$14.99
$11.25
Delivering Love

Delivering Secrets

❏ 9781489254900

❏ 9781489257543

Spine 16mm

Professional disagreement didn’t stand in the way of an emerging
passion and soon Poppy became pregnant. At first she couldn’t
contemplate marriage to a man so averse to her principles. But
when Poppy discovered the reason behind Jake’s mistrust of her
methods, she found herself hoping it wasn’t too late to change
her mind.

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

11/17/17 4:20 PM

$11.25

Jake Sheppard made no secret of his disapproval of midwife
Poppy McCrae’s use of alternative therapies. Poppy was furious
and accused the handsome paediatrician of being a stubborn
stuffed shirt.

Tyler Anne Snell / Debbie Herbert

Matched To Mr Right
Wish Upon A Matchmaker / Matched By
Moonlight / Her Perfect Cowboy

❏ 9781489243485

0218

AUS $xx201802R1
NZ $xx CODE

Spine 38.25mm

All her life, Josey has sought one thing: to fit in with her Lakota family. She
has no time for some sexy rich guy’s pursuit. But she can’t stop thinking
about Ben — wanting him…kissing him. Yet falling for a wealthy outsider will
destroy everything she’s worked for — unless she can find a way to straddle
the line between his world and hers.

201802R2

COV_RomanticSuspense_0218.indd 2

$14.99

❏ 9781489253408

$14.99

/millsandboonaustralia
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FIONA McARTHUR

All your favourite authors.
All your favourite stories.

Loving Baby / Appalachian Prey

millsandboon.com.au

0218

COV_Intrigue_0218.indd 3

HER MISSION
WITH A SEAL

UNDERCOVER
PROTECTOR

Appalachian
Prey
DISCOVER MORE

201802R1

/millsandboonaustralia

INTRIGUE

Candace Camp

Melinda Di Lorenzo

DEBBIE HERBERT

DISCOVER MORE

@millsandboonAUS

❏ 9781489254870

Undercover Justice

Four brothers-in-arms on a mission for justice...

Craving closure from the blaze that took her father and her
memory, Nadine Stuart returns home hoping to find peace. But
the nightmare begins and the only thing that saves her from being
pulled into the inferno is Anderson Somers’ determination to
protect her. The undercover detective’s hot on the heels of a killer
— and every instinct tells him Nadine will be the next victim.

Cindy Dees

harlequinbooks.com.au

/millsandboonaustralia

Emily
McKay

$11.25

$14.99

millsandboon.com.au

Sandra
Marton

$14.99

Rachel Lee / Carrie Nichols

MELINDA DI LORENZO

Marie Ferrarella / Joanna Sims

A Soldier In Conard County / The Marine’s Secret
Daughter

UNDERCOVER PROTECTOR

Undercover Protector

An Engagement For Two / A Bride For Liam Brand

❏ 9781489255037

Code: Warrior SEALs

CINDY DEES

❏ 9781489255020

After her father’s murder, pregnant Lilah Tedder dreads facing
Deputy Harlan Sampson, her child’s secret father. He’d left
her heartbroken. Though she still wants him, Lilah knows his
professional ambition won’t let him associate with a moonshiner’s
daughter. But when a killer targets her, Harlan becomes more
than Lilah’s protector. Now they must uncover old family secrets
or pay the ultimate price.

HER MISSION WITH A SEAL
Meet these fierce warriors, who take on the most dangerous
secret missions around the world!

Tracking an elusive Russian operative, CIA agent Nissa Beck has
no choice but to ask for help as a hurricane descends on New
Orleans. She turns to alpha navy SEAL Cole Perriman. Used to
conquering impossible odds, now he must protect beautiful
Nissa. But as unstoppable storms and passions rage, there’s more
at stake for them than survival.

Her Mission
With A SEAL

$11.25

DEBBIE HERBERT

$14.99

Appalachian Prey

Appalachian Prey

Rachael Johns / Judy Duarte

TYLER ANNE SNELL

The Single Dad’s Family Recipe / No Ordinary
Fortune

NZ $14.99

His Sinful Touch

Loving Baby
Loving Baby

To Chief Deputy Suzy Simmons, James Callahan is the darkhaired, sexy-as-hell millionaire from her past. But despite his
megacharm and killer body, Suzy deeply distrusts him when
he draws her into his investigation of a criminal’s murder.
The courageous beauty is determined to get answers, not
propositions. As they race against time, James and Suzy face
unseen danger with their case — and hearts — heating up.

CHERISH

❏ 9781489255143

❏ 9781489255082

— Affaire de Coer

FICTION

Julia Justiss

Spine 23.5mm

TYLER ANNE SNELL
$11.25
$14.99
Loving
Baby
The Protectors Of Riker County

❏ 9781489254894

11/21/17 10:17 AM

11/17/17 4:37 PM

Spine 17.75mm

‘Diana Palmer is a mesmerising storyteller who captures
the essence of what a romance should be.’

@millsandboonAUS

The Ransleigh Rakes
The Rake To Rescue Her / The Rake To Reveal
Her

0218

0218 Cherish.indd 1

COV_Historical_0218.indd 1

❏ 9781489254931

❏ 9781489255013

@millsandboonAUS

0218

Now, just as Ivory’s wildest dreams are within her grasp,
she’s tempted by the intimacies of a forbidden affair. But is
achieving fame and wealth worth sacrificing Curry’s love?

$15.00

DISCOVER MORE

201802R2

❏ 9781489257451

/millsandboonaustralia

The older, experienced executive can’t help but be drawn to
Ivory by a desire neither can resist. He only sees a talented
young woman whose fresh, exciting designs might just
make them both millions. But he soon discovers that Ivory is
keeping secrets.

The Banker’s Convenient Wife

Cynthia Eden

millsandboon.com.au

$10.50

Italian-Swiss banker Roel Sabatino has suffered partial
memory loss after a car crash. It seems he has a wife…but
he can’t remember getting married!
Hilary is pretty, sweet…and ordinary. When Roel tries to
take her to bed — as any husband would — he discovers
she’s a virgin! All this is shocking to Roel, though he still
recognises a great deal when he sees one. So why not enjoy
all the pleasures that this marriage has to offer, whatever his
reasons were for tying the knot?

High Risk
Alpha One / Guardian Ranger / Sharpshooter

❏ 9781489255068

JUDY DUARTE

No Ordinary Fortune

When Ivory Keene landed a job at a prestigious fashion house
in New York, she could never have anticipated the challenges
and excitement her new position provided. Chief among them
is her exasperatingly sexy boss, Curry Kells.

A misunderstanding leads Pippa Stevenson into Andreo
D’Alessio’s bed. He is a fabulous lover, but all the same,
Pippa is overcome with shame…because he’s her boss!
However, now Andreo has decided that he wants Pippa all
to himself, in the boardroom and the bedroom. But business
and pleasure are a tricky mix, and soon Andreo needs to find
a way to persuade Pippa to accept his new proposition — to
promote her from mistress to wife!

$19.99

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

DIANA PALMER

$11.25

$13.99

11/21/17 9:57 AM

11/21/17 10:58 AM

BREATHLESS STORY FROM
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Tabby fell in love with Christien Laroche, but then tragedy
struck and Christien wanted nothing more to do with her.
How could Tabby confess to the arrogant Frenchman that
she was expecting his baby? Now Tabby has made a new life
for herself and her son. But Christien is back! What if he
discovers little Jake’s existence?

❏ 9781489255044

DISCOVER MORE

201802R2

/millsandboonaustralia

Andrea Laurence / Maureen Child

Margaret McPhee

$11.25

The Italian Boss’s Mistress

‘A delightful romp.’
— Publishers Weekly on Indiscreet

THE MAD MORELANDS

SPINE 21mm

Passion, scandal
& seduction in these
PASSION AND DANGER COLLIDE IN A
three great reads.

The Frenchman’s Love-Child

$14.99

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Rachel
Bailey

Family Recipe

A Warriner To Tempt Her

201802R2

Quills - The Disgraced Rake
The Gentleman Rogue
The Lost Gentleman

The Single Dad’s

VIRGINIA HEATH
AUS $14.99

❏ 9781489255006

Australian Author

The Marquess Tames His Bride

NZ $14.99

Amanda McCabe

COV_HisSinfulTouch_0218.indd 1

Spine 34.25mm

$14.99

Annie Burrows / Virginia Heath

Regency Reunited
The Runaway Countess
Running From Scandal

RACHAEL JOHNS

/millsandboonaustralia
@millsandboonAUS

Sarah M.
Anderson

ANNIE BURROWS

JUDY DUARTE

As vice president of Mendoza Winery, Miami transplant Carlo
Mendoza knows most of the famous Fortunes. So when sultry
Schuyler Fortunado saunters into the tasting room, claiming a
connection to the Texas family, naturally, he’s suspicious. Which
doesn’t stop him from hiring her — or desiring her! The divorced
restaurateur has vowed to keep his heart off the menu, but this
feisty (faux?) Fortune might just change his mind!

No Ordinary
Fortune

VIRGINIA HEATH

$11.25

After a shocking incident, shy Lady Isabella Beaumont is perfectly
happy to stay in the background and let her sister get all the
attention from handsome suitors. However, working with
Dr Joseph Warriner to help the sick and needy pushes her closer
to a man than she’s ever been before. Is he worth trusting with her
deepest of desires…?

The Fortunes Of Texas: The Rulebreakers
Making their own rules for love in the Wild West!

A Warriner
To Tempt Her

$14.99

Four brothers living on the edge of society…scandalising the ton at every turn!

No Ordinary Fortune

The Single Dad’s
Family Recipe

ANNIE BURROWS

$6.00
$6.00
$11.25

Take one single dad working night and day to open his hot new
restaurant. Mix in his irresistible new hire — a woman with a
secret looking for a fresh start. Simmer until a kiss leads to a
clandestine affair that plunges Lachlan McKinnel and Eliza
Coleman from the frying pan right into the fire!

The Marquess
Tames His Bride

$7.99
$7.99
$14.99

The Wild Warriners

DESIRE

The Marquess Tames His Bride / A Warriner To
Tempt Her

❏ 9781489254993

The Single Dad’s Family Recipe

A Warriner To Tempt Her

Annie O’Neil
Janice Lynn

COV_ComeFlyWithMe_0218.indd 1

The McKinnels Of Jewell Rock

Brides For Bachelors
The Marquess of Rawcliffe has always found his feisty childhood
friend Clare Cottam enthralling. Forbidden by her strict father
to pursue a relationship, he’s kept his distance. But the couple is
embroiled in a heated argument that puts Clare’s reputation in
danger, and Rawcliffe is forced to declare her his fiancée! It will
be his pleasure to tame his independent, innocent bride…

Emily Forbes
Meredith Webber
Alison Roberts
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‘A truly enjoyable read.’
— Publishers Weekly on Mesmerized
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The Marquess Tames His Bride

Falling For His Best Friend
From Bachelor To Daddy
The Doctor’s Wife For Keeps /
Twin Surprise For The Italian Doc
Reunited With Her Parisian Surgeon /
A Surgeon To Heal Her Heart

Tina Sharma and Dev Arjun’s whirlwind romance made them
Bollywood royalty, but beneath the glitz and glamour there’s
trouble — Tina is about to demand a divorce.

But Dev won’t give in without a fight, so he proposes a deal: play
the dutiful wife for two months, then he’ll let her go. Tina is furious,
but as Dev turns up the heat, she may just find herself wishing for a
lifetime of pleasure with her devilishly delicious husband!

Falling For HisDISCOVER
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MORE

AUS $14.99
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Sabrina is certain that she is on the run from someone,
or something — how else to explain the bruises on her
face and the pervasive sense of dread she feels? She’s also
certain that she trusts Alex to help her, and she can’t deny
the sparks that fly between them. As they race through
the English countryside, Sabrina and Alex must solve the
mystery of Sabrina’s past — before whatever she’s running
from catches up to them.

Cop Dan Cooper has an obligation to protect, and with Carrie out of
her depth he must come to her rescue. Surely two pairs of hands are
better than one? Until she becomes a distraction, not just because
of her tempting curves, but because of the pain in her eyes when she
looks at the precious bundle in their charge…

Innocent In The Prince’s Bed / Redeeming The
Roguish Rake

AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR
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AUS $7.99

❏ 9781489254986

When a mysterious gentleman arrives on his doorstep,
Alexander Moreland is astonished to discover that the
stranger is not a gentleman at all, but a beautiful young
woman disguised as a man, and in great need of assistance.
The woman remembers nothing except her own name,
Sabrina, and has only the contents of her pockets as clues
to her identity: a handkerchief, a pocket watch, a leather
pouch, a torn scrap of paper and a gold ring.

The glittering lights of Manhattan are irresistible to English girl Carrie
McKenzie. She’s climbed the Empire State Building, but can’t get a
smile from her gorgeous neighbour! Until a tiny abandoned baby on
her doorstep brings her to his door.

HISTORICAL

HIS TEMPTATION, HER SECRET

When nurse Kitty Nelson becomes a surrogate for her sister,
her best friend, paramedic Joe Harkness, is right there for her.
But as Kitty’s pregnancy blossoms Joe begins to see her in a
very different light! Finally he admits a connection he’s never
felt with anyone else — is it too late to convince Kitty they’re
meant to be?
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English Girl
In New York$6.00

Employing Lexi Somers as a stand-in nanny pushes this merciless
tycoon to the edge. Her warm innocence could never even start
to atone for the sins of his past, but if giving into temptation is
inevitable, blazing pleasure is the only thing he’ll allow himself to
feel in her arms.

Sinful TOUCH
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The Cowboy’s Texas Twins / Rodeo Sheriff
Her Cowboy Reunion / A Family For The Rancher
Last Chance Cowboy / Her Cowboy’s Christmas
Wish

A lost identity. A dangerous mystery.
And a deep love that can conquer it all.

Leo Aleksandrov is used to being obeyed — a perk of his coldhearted ruthlessness. Having to explain to an enticingly pure nursery
owner exactly why he’s never met his own son? Not how he likes to
operate. There are some secrets so dark they should never be told…
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New Modern design
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EMILY FORBES

Still eight great stories to choose from every month,
now with a Modern new look.

His Brand Of Seduction
Not A Marrying Man /
The Millionaire’s Inexperienced Love-Slave /
The Billionaire’s Bride Of Innocence /

King Zacchaeus’s plan to marry Princess Nalini is purely to
secure an alliance between their kingdoms — but his bride has
an ulterior motive! Nalini has no intention of settling for anything
less than love, and she’ll enjoy every second of challenging this
reluctant king to open his heart.
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FALLING FOR HIS CONVENIENT QUEEN
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KANDY SHEPHERD

When a storm hits and they’re stranded together, Cristos has
one night to prove himself. Can Hayley resist the temptation of
Cristos’s kiss or will she find herself back in his arms?

CONVENIENTLY WED, ROYALLY BOUND
Three royal kingdoms united by marriage — or love?
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AUS $7.99
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Her Greek Tycoon

Falling For His
Convenient Queen
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Stranded With

STRANDED WITH HER GREEK TYCOON
After the demise of her marriage, Hayley fled to nurse her broken
heart. Now she’s back, to ask her husband Cristos Theofanis for a
divorce — but he has other ideas!

A Week To Be Wild

CANDACE CAMP
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Now he’ll make her his reluctant queen!
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She kept his royal heir a secret…

Prince Casimir of Byzenmaach can’t shake the memory of
Anastasia Douglas. With her, he forgot his royal duties in a
moment of wild abandon. Seven years later he must wed —
but in seeking out the unforgettable Anastasia he discovers a
secret: she had his daughter! And he’ll stop at nothing to claim
them both…

Stranded With
Her Greek Tycoon
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RED DIRT

ROAD

Sometimes the only place to run is home…
An Australian story about hope and healing.

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
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‘A fantastic read…another fantastic Australian author.’
– Beauty & Lace on The Long Paddock
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